Q1- DEFINE-

a) Chlorophyll  
b) Photosynthesis  
c) Stomata  
d) Midrib

Q2- Give one word for the following-

a) Food prepared by the plant  
b) Form in which plants store extra food  
c) These plants do not have leaves  
d) A non-green plant  
e) The leaves of these plants have chlorophyll hidden behind a red substance  
f) A plant without chlorophyll  
g) Part of a cactus which prepares food  
h) This programme helps in promoting tree plantations

Q3- Name a plant for each which stores food in the following-

a) leaves  
b) root  
c) stem  
d) Seed

Q4- What happens when-

a) Iodine is added to a bleached green leaf  
b) Iodine is added to part of the leaf covered with black paper  
c) Iodine is added to a yellow leaf